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Pilot-Based Channel Estimation for OFDM Systems
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Abstract—In orthogonal frequency division multiplexing
(OFDM) systems over fast-varying fading channels, channel
estimation and tracking is generally carried out by transmitting
known pilot symbols in given positions of the frequency-time
grid. The traditional approach consists of two steps. First, the
least-squares (LS) estimate is obtained over the pilot subcarriers.
Then, this preliminary estimate is interpolated/smoothed over the
entire frequency-time grid. In this paper, we propose to add an
intermediate step, whose purpose is to increase the accuracy of
the estimate over the pilot subcarriers. The presented techniques
are based on the observation that the wireless radio channel can
be parametrized as a combination of paths, each characterized
by a delay and a complex amplitude. The amplitudes show fast
temporal variations due to the mobility of terminals while the
delays (and their associated delay-subspace) are almost constant
over a large number of OFDM symbols. We propose to track
the delay-subspace by a subspace tracking algorithm and the
amplitudes by the least mean square algorithm (or modifications
of the latter). The approach can be extended to multiple input
multiple output OFDM or multicarrier code-division multiple-access systems. Analytical results and simulations prove the relevant
benefits of the novel structure.
Index Terms—Channel estimation, fading radio channel, multiple input multiple output (MIMO), orthogonal frequency-division multiplexing (OFDM), subspace tracking.

I. INTRODUCTION

A

PPLICATIONS of orthogonal frequency-division multiplexing (OFDM) to wireless and mobile communications
are currently under study. Although multicarrier transmission
has several considerable drawbacks (such as high peak to average ratio and strict requirements on carrier synchronization),
its advantages in lessening the severe effects of frequency selective fading without complex equalization are very attractive features. In order to obtain the high spectral efficiencies required by
future data wireless systems [1], it is necessary to employ multilevel modulation with nonconstant amplitude (e.g., 16QAM
[2]). This implies the need for coherent receivers that are capable to track the variations of the fading channel.
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The channel estimation (tracking) in OFDM systems is generally based on the use of pilot subcarriers in given positions of the
frequency-time grid. For fast-varying channels (e.g., in mobile
systems), nonnegligible fluctuations of the channel gains are
expected between consecutive OFDM symbols (or even within
each symbol) so that, in order to ensure an adequate tracking accuracy, it is advisable to place pilot subcarriers in each OFDM
symbol [3], [4]. In particular, in this paper, we consider the comb
pilot pattern arrangement [3], [4] shown in Fig. 1, which has
been shown to satisfy different criteria of optimality such as
mean square error on the channel estimate [5] and capacity [6].
In this framework, the traditional approach to channel estimation, that may be used as an initial estimate in iterative or decision
directed receivers [7], [8], consists of two steps. First, the least
squares (LS) estimates of the channel gains over the pilot subcarriers are obtained by simply backrotating the received signal
according to the knowledge of the pilot symbols. This step can
be equivalently seen as the two-dimensional (2-D) (i.e., in frequency and time) sampling of (a noisy version of) the wide sense
stationary uncorrelated scattering (WSSUS) process [9] represented by the mobile radio channel. Then, the LS estimates are
interpolated/smoothed over the entire frequency-time grid. This
task can be accomplished by means of a minimum mean square
error (MMSE) filter (2-D or separable) [10]–[12], by simply constrainingthesupportofthetemporalresponse(inversefastFourier
transform (IFFT)/fast Fourier transform (FFT)-based interpolation) [13] or by a combination of the two approaches [14]. The
design of the optimal (MMSE) interpolator requires knowledge
of the 2-D correlation function of the channel, i.e., of the powerdelay profile and the Doppler spectrum. Since this information is
not easily available at the receiver, the design problem becomes
that of finding the most robust estimator with respect to a mismatch in the channel correlation [15].
In this paper, we propose a subspace-based technique for
channel estimation over the pilot subcarriers that is based on
the exploitation of the slowly-varying delay-subspace. From a
practical point of view, the method is a preinterpolation channel
estimation and it adds an intermediate step between the LS
estimator over the pilot subcarriers and the interpolator. The
purpose of such a modification of the conventional approach
is that of improving the accuracy of the LS estimate of the
channel gains over the pilot subcarriers before the interpolation
[4]. The key observation is that the channel can be parametrized
as a sum of contributions, each related to a different multipath
component, characterized by a delay and a complex amplitude.
The delays present much slower variations in time than the
amplitudes, allowing the two types of parameters to be handled
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Fig. 1. Comb pilot pattern.

differently. In [16], it is proposed to explicitly estimate the
delays by using the ESPRIT algorithm for acquisition and a
bank of delay locked loops (DLL) for tracking, whereas the
final estimate of the channel is obtained by solving a conventional MMSE problem. The direct computation of the delays
is a nonlinear estimation problem and, as such, it suffers from
threshold effects at low signal-to-noise ratios (SNRs). Moreover, the computational burden is relevant. Here, we overcome
these problems by avoiding the explicit estimate of the delays.
Instead, the proposed techniques perform an unstructured
tracking of the slow variations of the corresponding delay-subspace through one of the so called subspace tracking algorithms
[17]. The amplitudes’ fast variations are tracked separately,
e.g., by using the least mean square (LMS) algorithm.
Although most of the paper is devoted to the study of a single
input single output system, the approach can be generalized to
multiple input multiple output (MIMO)-OFDM and multicarrier
code-division multiple-access (MC-CDMA) systems.
The structure of the paper is as follows. Sections II and
III introduce the baseband model of an OFDM system and
of the multipath channel respectively. The proposed channel
estimators are discussed in Section IV: the batch algorithm is
presented in Section IV-A, the operation of the subspace tracker
and the corresponding subspace tracking (ST) estimator in
Section IV-B, and the combined subspace-amplitudes tracking
(SAT) in Section IV-C. An analytical study of the performance is
carried out in Section V. Finally, in Section VI the performance
is evaluated through computer simulations demonstrating the
benefits of the proposed channel estimation algorithms.
A. Basic Notation
In this paper, bold denotes column vectors or matrices as it
denotes transposition;
will be clear from the context;
denotes hermitian transposition; if is a given
vector,

Fig. 2. Baseband model of an OFDM system.

is the
diagonal matrix with the entries of on
vector is
the main diagonal; the -th entry of a given
,
; and
is the
identity
denoted as
matrix.
II. OFDM SYSTEM
The baseband model of an OFDM system is shown in Fig. 2.
is divided into
equally spaced
The bandwidth
subcarriers at frequencies
with
and
. The central subcarriers
with
(without any loss of generality,
and
are assumed to be even) are used for transmitting data whereas
the remaining subcarriers (i.e., virtual subcarriers [18]) form the
guard band. These are necessary to make the transmission filter
physically realizable. The complex valued data symbols
to be transmitted are serial to parallel converted producing a
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vector
every s. The -point IFFT block modulates the
on the data subcarriers (the virtual subcarriers
entries of
vector . The th OFDM
are zeroed) producing the
symbol
is completed by adding to
a preamble [cyclic
prefix (CP)] made of its last samples. After parallel to serial
conversion, we thus obtain the discrete-time th OFDM symbol
, sampled at multiples of , of duration
,
where
and
denote the length of the
“useful” part of the OFDM symbol and of the CP respectively.
, the OFDM symbol is
Within the support

(1)
At the transmitter side, the discrete-time OFDM symbol
is (continuous-time) convolved with the pulse-shaping filter
. The radio channel is modeled as a time-varying finite
. The notation
indicates that
impulse response filter
the time-varying channel is assumed quasi-static, i.e., constant
during the transmission of an OFDM symbol and variable on a
symbol-by-symbol basis (see Section III). The additive noise
is assumed to be white and circularly symmetric Gaussian
(WG). At the receiver, assuming perfect timing and carrier
and
synchronization, the signal is matched filtered by
. The filters
and
are square-root
sampled at
s, the serial to
Nyquist waveforms with roll-off . Every
vector , from
parallel converter outputs the
which the CP is removed producing the
vector
.
vector
Then, an -point FFT block generates the
where the (
) samples corresponding to the guard band
are discarded.
By assuming that the support of
(
) is smaller than or equal to
, the received signal can be written in matrix notation
as
(2)
is a
vector of WG noise with
and
is a
vector with
being the Fourier
at frequency
. The channel
Transform of
and the noise
are statistically independent. Furthermore,
without any loss of generality, the fading channel can be as. The SNR is defined accordsumed to satisfy
(
assumed to be indeingly as
pendent of ). We emphasize that throughout the paper, where
denotes the expectation with respect
not stated otherwise,
to the distribution of the noise and of the channel (i.e., of delays
and amplitudes, see Section III).
where

III. TIME-VARYING MULTIPATH CHANNEL
The fading channel
can be described as composed of
paths, each characterized by a delay
and an amplitude
, i.e.,
[19]. It follows that the
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and
equivalent channel reads
in the frequency domain is (denoting by
the channel vector
the Fourier Transform of
at frequency
)

(3)
The multipath model (3) has been widely used in the context of
OFDM systems (see, e.g., [16]). A discussion on its generality in
the perspective of the existing literature is in Section III-C. The
following further remarks are in order: 1) the equivalent transdoes not appear since we are assuming that
mission filter
(
for
);
the guard band is at least
must be smaller than
(where
2) the delays
is the duration of the waveform
, that in practice can be
set to
with negligible modeling mismatch for practical roll-off factors [20]) in order to satisfy the condition about
under which we derived (2).
the temporal support of
A. Time Variability of the Multipath Parameters
Let us write the combination of
the matrix notation

delayed waveforms (3) in

(4)
where the th column of

matrix

is

and
. According to the model (4) [or
equivalently (3)], the channel is time-varying as a result of the
and the
slow variations of the set of delays
fast variations of the amplitudes . In practice, the delays can
be considered as constant in symbols provided that their variations in
s are much smaller than the temporal resolution
of the system. To quantify, for a relative radial movement
between transmitter and receiver with velocity , the variation of
s is
(where
m s) so
delay in
that the condition
leads to
.
km h,
Therefore, even for a fast moving terminal with
3.6 10
, meaning that the delays
we have
can be considered as conand the corresponding matrix
stant for a large number of OFDM symbols (e.g., the condition
with
and
yields
250,
according to the numerical examples in Section VI).
The variations of the amplitudes across symbols depend
on the Doppler shift. In OFDM systems, it is comparable to
the spacing between different subcarriers leading to possibly
very fast variations along different symbols. On the other
hand, assuming constant amplitudes within one symbol entails
neglecting the inter-carrier interference due to the Doppler
shift. With the bounds derived in [21] it is possible to quantify
the error due to this assumption (see Section VI).
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B. Delay-Subspace
in (4) have been studied
The properties of the matrix
in the context of structured delay estimation for known signatures [22]. This matrix is known to be rank-deficient in presence of closely spaced delays with respect to the time resoof the system. We define the rank of
as
lution
. As in subspace-based delay
estimation, a prominent role in our technique is played by the
-dimensional subspace spanned by the columns of the
matrix
. We refer to this subspace as “delay-subspace”
orthonormal basis as
. It is relevant
and denote its
to emphasize again that the method proposed here does not explicitly estimate the multipath delays from the delay-subspace
(i.e., by subspace-fitting [22]). Instead, the channel estimate is
as it will be discussed in Section IV.
obtained directly from
Introducing the singular value decomposition
the model (4) can be equivalently stated as
(5)
where

is the

vector
(6)

The new parameterization (5) substitutes the structured matrix
with the unstructured basis
and the physical faded
with the compound amplitudes . It should be
amplitudes
noted that while in
all the delays are treated sepacombines all the derately, the basis of the delay-subspace
lays within the resolution of the system in the same basis vector.
This reduces the number of delays/basis vectors (and corresponding amplitudes) to be estimated and tracked from to .
We further recall from the discussion in the previous Section that
and the compound amplitudes
both the delay-subspace basis
in (5) depend on the current OFDM symbol . However, the
shows temporal variations two-three orders of magnibasis
tude slower than the amplitudes.
C. Time/Frequency Duality in Channel Modeling
The frequency model (3) generalizes the widely used temas the FFT of a
(temporal)
poral model that considers
channel response
with independent identically distributed
(i.i.d.) entries (see, e.g., [7]). To elaborate, let us consider (3).
The low pass filtering implicitly carried out by neglecting the
to be nonzero outside its first
guard band causes the IFFT of
samples (contrary to the temporal model). In other words, we
can write
(7)
where
is the
matrix that introduces the
zeros belonging to the guard band (or equivalently the low pass
a
vector, and
is the
vector
filtering),
that takes into account the truncation effects of the guard band.
), we have
Now, if there is no guard band (
and
, so that
. In addition,
are inif we further assume that the normalized delays
has nonzero i.i.d. entries
at
tegers, the channel vector
indexes
. Therefore, it can be concluded that the tem-

poral model follows from the frequency model (3) for the special case of no guard band (for the support of ) and -spaced
). A discussion
delays (for the uncorrelation of the taps of
on the correlation of the channel taps
in presence of nonsample-spaced delays can be found in [23, Section IV-C].
IV. SUBSPACE-BASED CHANNEL ESTIMATION METHODS
The channel estimation methods proposed in this Section rely
on the parametrization (5) and differ in the way they handle
and compound
the two parameters, delay-subspace basis
amplitudes
. As we said in Section I, our techniques are
presented here for an OFDM system with a comb pilot pattern
(see Fig. 1). We denote the number of pilot subcarriers as
and upperscore the variables previously defined on the entire
available subcarriers when they have to be redefined
set of
and
are
on the set of pilot subcarriers. For instance,
vectors that collect, respectively, the received signal
the
and the channel gains on the pilot subcarriers. The input–output
, where
relation (2) thus becomes
. Moreover, everything that has been said in
matrix
can also be applied to
Section III about the
matrix
. In particular, we adopt the convention
the
to refer to the subspace spanned by
as “delay-subspace”
orthonormal basis of this subspace
and we denote the
so that (5) and (6) modify as
as
(8)
and
(9)
Table I presents an overview of the proposed techniques. The
second and third columns indicate how each method models and
estimates the basis
. The remaining pair of columns are similarly defined and concern respectively the estimate of the rank
and the amplitudes . At first, in Section IV-A, the batch
maximum-likelihood (ML) method is introduced. It is based on
and the rank
the assumption that the delays (i.e., the basis
) remain constant for
OFDM symbols while the amplitudes vary symbol-by-symbol in an unpredictable manner (i.e.,
no statistical modeling is applied to the dynamics of the amplitudes). The resulting algorithm processes the OFDM signal in
symbols. On the other hand, the subspace tracking
blocks of
(ST) and subspace-amplitude tracking (SAT) algorithms proceed in an adaptive symbol-by-symbol fashion, accommodating
slow intersymbol variations of the basis and the rank. The ST
technique (Section IV-B) is an adaptive implementation of the
batch ML method that is based on subspace tracking with rank
estimation. Both batch ML and ST estimate the amplitude vector
on a symbol-by-symbol basis without any attempt to track its
variations. On the contrary, the SAT method (Section IV-C) is
built on a subspace tracker (that, as in ST, updates the estimate
coupled with an amplitude tracker. See Fig. 3 to have a
glance of the structure of the algorithms.
As pointed out earlier, the techniques discussed in the following aim to improve the estimation accuracy on the pilot subcarriers. Interpolation is then needed to get the final estimate
(see Section IV-D).
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TABLE I
OVERVIEW OF THE SUBSPACE-BASED METHODS FOR CHANNEL ESTIMATION PROPOSED IN THIS PAPER

and leads to the batch ML estimator [24]
(13)
denotes the delay-subspace basis estimated as the span
largest eigenvectors of the sample correlation matrix
. The batch ML estimator thus reduces to the projection of the LS estimate onto the delay-sub. The rank can be estimated from
space estimated from
by using the traditional minimum dethe correlation matrix
scription length (MDL) criterion. This algorithm has the following evident flaws:
1) latency in providing the estimate;
2) inability to accommodate intersymbol variations of the
basis (the method is based on a quasistatic variation of
symbols);
the basis on
3) failure to track the intersymbol variations of the amplitudes in order to improve the estimation accuracy.
Problems 1 and 2 are solved by the ST and SAT algorithm,
the SAT technique provides a solution also to 3).
where
of the

Fig. 3. Block diagrams of the (a) ST and (b) SAT algorithms.

A. Batch ML Estimator
The batch ML estimator is obtained from the observation of
OFDM symbols, where
is chosen so that
or equivalently
and
for
.
Apart from uninteresting constants, the negative log-likelihood
function evaluates as
(10)
where
(11)
is the LS (or backrotated) estimate. In (10), we have assumed
for simplicity that the same power is used on all the pilot subcar. Removing this assumption would
riers, i.e.,
just complicate the notation because of the need to weigh the
norm in (10) by the powers on different subcarriers. For iden. Notice that this
tifiability, it must be
and/or the degree of fading
condition is not satisfied if
decorrelation in symbols is small [24]. In practice, this observation entails the need of a rank detector for the ST algorithm.
Maximization of (10) yields
(12)

B. ST Channel Estimator
The ST estimator is an adaptive implementation of the batch
ML estimator discussed in the previous Section. A block diagram of the algorithm is shown in Fig. 3(a). At each OFDM
is fed to a subsymbol, say the th, the LS estimate
and of
space tracker that updates the estimate of the basis
its rank . We recall that a subspace tracker is an algorithm
able to adaptively estimate, in an approximate way, the leading
eigenvectors of the correlation matrix of the input vectors, with
a reduced computational burden compared to the eigenvalue decomposition (for an overview, see [25]). According to (13), the
output by the subspace tracker is used to project
estimate
onto the delay-subspace as
(14)
A large number of subspace tracking algorithms (with rank
estimation capability) of different computational costs and performances have been proposed in the literature. For the application discussed here, a choice that has been shown to be a good
tradeoff between complexity and performance is the fast subspace tracking algorithm proposed in [17] and summarized in
Table II using the notation of this paper. The notation
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TABLE II
ST ALGORITHM

compound amplitudes . Based on the latter, optimal (MMSE)
could be implemented by means of the
tracking of the vector
classical Kalman filter [27]. Alternatively, the suboptimal techniques proposed in [28] reduce the computational complexity of
the Kalman filter with minor performance losses.
For simplicity, here we limit our analysis to the LMS algorithm. The derivation is based on the subspace tracker proposed
be the
orin [17] and summarized in Table II. Let
thonormal matrix produced by the delay-subspace tracker (see
Table II, notice that the first
columns of
give
), the
can be, thus, updated as follows
estimate of the amplitudes
(0
2 for stability since
[27])
(15a)
(15b)
(15c)
denotes the
vector containing the first enwhere
tries of its argument. The estimate of the channel vector is then
obtained as
(16)

denotes the cardinality of the set under parentheses and the operator
selects the first columns of its argument. Referring
to [17] for further details, we point out the following.
1) The algorithm requires to set an a priori upper bound
on , denoted as
in Table II. This can be easily
obtained by measurement of the radio channel of interest
before the deployment of the algorithm.
2) The computational complexity of the subspace tracker
. Notice that the QR
(and rank estimation) is
factorization in Table II can be avoided according to [17]
in order to reduce the computational complexity [but re.
taining the same order
3) The adaptive rank estimation requires to set the multiplicative coefficient . A thorough analysis of the optimal
selection of as a function of the system parameters can
be found in [26].
C. SAT Channel Estimator
The ST technique estimates the amplitudes separately in each
OFDM symbol as
[see (14)]. Here, we extend
the ST estimator in order to include the tracking of the amplitudes variations across different symbols [SAT, see Fig. 3(b)]. In
order to decouple the problems of delay-subspace basis and amplitudes estimation, the amplitude tracker is designed as if the
, was
estimate of the basis produced by the subspace tracker,
the real basis
. In Section V, we show that this assumption
becomes increasingly accurate for larger . To elaborate, from
, where
de(8) and (11), we have that
notes the additive noise on the LS estimate. Now, assuming that
the basis
is known (through its estimate
, the problem
is that of tracking the variations of the vector
given the ob(linear regression).
servations
From (9) and assuming the knowledge of the statistics of the
, one could derive the statistics of the
physical amplitudes

Notice that because of the structure of the subspace tracker emamplitudes are tracked even if only the first
ployed here,
are needed for the channel estimate (16). The initial condi.
tion for the amplitudes can be set to zero:
D. Remarks on Channel Interpolation
Once we have obtained the estimate of the channel on the
pilot subcarriers
by any algorithm (LS, ST, or SAT), it is
necessary to perform interpolation (and possibly smoothing) in
estimate
. In
frequency and time to obtain the final
this paper, we consider for simplicity the case of a comb pilot
pattern (Fig. 1) so that we can limit the analysis to a one-dimensional (1-D) (or frequency only) interpolator. Any (linear)
matrix
interpolator/smoother can be described by a
(17)
The optimum solution for
in the MMSE sense is the
, where
Wiener filter
and
. The design of
requires the knowledge of both the SNR and the frequency-time
correlation function of the channel. When this information
is missing, or it is not reliable enough, the most adequate
and a uniform
(robust) design choice is to consider
] [15]. Alternatively, and almost
power-delay profile in [0,
equivalently, we can use efficient interpolation techniques
based on the pair IFFT/FFT that constrain the energy of the
temporal response to be supported within samples [13], [14].
E. Extension to MIMO Systems
The algorithms described in the previous sections can be
easily extended to a radio link characterized by multiple antennas at both the transmitter and the receiver (MIMO system).
In fact, by employing the pilot pattern described in [13], the
task of channel estimation can be performed separately for
each pair transmit–receive antenna. Since a quasi-synchronous
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MC-CDMA system can be regarded as a MIMO-OFDM
system in which each transmit antenna is an independent
user [29], the subspace-based channel estimation methods are
applicable to this modulation scheme as well. As opposed
to generic MIMO-OFDM systems, in MC-CDMA the data
carriers contain the superposition of the information streams
spread in frequency by each user.
V. MSE PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
The channel on the entire set of used subcarriers, i.e., the
vector
, is obtained by interpolating the estimates
from the pilots
according to (17). Since the channel estimate
over the pilots is affected by the error
(18)
the mean square error (MSE) of the overall estimate can be evaluated as
(19)
where the terms
(20a)
(20b)
depend on the interpolation error and on the inaccuracy of the
estimate over the pilots, respectively. The factorization (19) can
be easily proved by substitution. The
(20a) accounts for
the bias on the estimate due to interpolation (e.g., aliasing in
the temporal domain [14]) and it sets an error floor on the MSE
that can not be reduced by improving the SNR but only by apor by increasing the number of pilot
propriately designing
subcarriers . The literature on channel estimation for OFDM
while in this
systems has mainly focused on reducing
.
paper, we are concerned with the problem of reducing
Let us now compare
for the LS estimate and the ST algorithm. We emphasize that in the case of a static delay-pattern
within the observation interval, that is the scenario of interest of
this section, the performance of the ST technique coincides with
that of the batch ML algorithm. For the LS estimate the estimate
error in (18) is
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the error
(24)
by the projection onto a reis reduced with respect to
duced-size subspace, as it will be discussed in the following.
Furthermore, from (23) and (24), it is clear that the error
asymptotically depends only on the error relative to the estimate
. We can conclude that asymptotiof the amplitudes
)
cally (
(25)
performs the average
where we recall that the operator
over the distribution (of the noise, not relevant here, and) of
the channel. In particular, (24) describes the performance of the
ST algorithm averaged over the distribution of the delays, since
the basis is independent of the amplitudes. Inspection of (22)
through
and (25) suggests that the ST algorithm reduces
dethe projection onto the delay-subspace. In fact,
pends only on the fraction
of the nonzero eigenvalues of
that lie in the delay-subspace. Therefore, even though it
is not easy to explicitly derive this gain due the interaction in
(25) of the interpolator matrix and the delay-subspace basis
, we expect an MSE improvement in the order of
(see
Section VI). In the following, we show that it is exactly the
asymptotic gain that we get by considering the mean square
error on the pilot subcarriers. Before addressing this subject, let
us mention that the SAT algorithm is able to further lower the
by improving the accuracy of the estimate of the
value of
amplitudes. The expected gain depends on the Doppler shift as
slower amplitude variations (i.e., smaller Doppler shifts) allow
better tracking performance. An analytic study is beyond the
scope of this paper and it will not be pursued here.
The mean square error evaluated only on the pilot carriers
can be compared for the LS and the ST
and recalling
technique. By noting that
(21) and (24), we can easily conclude that
(26)
and

(21)

(27)

so that
(22)
and
where we used the fact that
. In order to evaluate
for the ST technique, we assume
that the delays are stationary over a very large number of symand
so that the asymptotic perforbols (
can be evaluated. Moreover, the rank is
mance for
. The estimator of
assumed to be correctly estimated,
the basis is consistent [24] and, thus,
for
.
The symbol-by-symbol estimate (13) is obtained by projecting
the LS estimate onto the delay-subspace so that asymptotically
)
(
(23)

Therefore, the asymptotic gain of the ST with respect to the LS
algorithm in terms of
is
. A bound on
can
be derived for any number of symbols (see the Appendix).
VI. SIMULATION RESULTS
The performance of the proposed subspace channel estimators is evaluated for an OFDM system having a bandwidth
KHz,
subcarriers,
,
,
equispaced pilot subcarriers (
with
, notice that
falls in the guard band) and
. The Doppler is modeled according to the Clarke’s model, the
maximum Doppler shift is assumed to be
Hz so that,
by using the theoretical results of [21], we can conclude that the
signal-to-intercarrier interference ratio due to the Doppler effect
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Fig. 4. Normalized MSE versus the number of blocks n of LS (dashed lines),
multiblock average of LS estimates, MMSE-FIR filtering of the LS estimates,
ST, and SAT for f = 200 Hz. Also shown as a reference is the MSE bound
for ST computed in the Appendix . The left side shows the simulation results
with adaptive estimation of the rank r whereas for the right side the rank is set
to r = r = 4.

is (tightly) lower bounded by 19 dB. It follows that the assumption of quasistatic variations of the amplitudes from symbol to
symbol that we used to derive the model (2) holds true if the
SNR is sufficiently smaller that 19 dB. The channel has four i.i.d.
delays with exponential distribution
with
(this guarantees that
with probability close to one). At each simulation run, the delays
are selected independently and the dimension of the delay-sub(with probability close to one). The parameters
space is
of the subspace tracking algorithm (Table II) have been set to
,
and
furthermore,
in
the LMS update (15b). Notice that the parameters have been selected without any attempt of optimization as a function of the
system (see [26] for a discussion on the optimal selection of ).
The influence of the number of symbols for a static delay-patover
tern is considered in Figs. 4–6 by evaluating the
the pilot subcarriers (Figs. 4 and 5) and the estimated rank
(Fig. 6) (averaged over 10 simulation runs) versus the number
dB and the Doppler shifts
of processed symbols for
(Fig. 4) and 500 Hz (Fig. 5). The performance of
the ST and SAT algorithms are compared with the LS estimate
and with two alternative multisymbol preprocessing of
and a 64-taps
the LS estimate: the average
MMSE-FIR filtering carried out according to [15] with param([15, Section IV-B]). Notice that the latter aleter
gorithm has the same order of computational complexity as the
proposed techniques. As a reference, the MSE bound for the ST
technique derived in Appendix is also shown in Figs. 4 and 5.
LetusfirstconsidertheleftpartofFigs.4and5.Comparedtothe
irrespecLS estimate, ST guarantees a gain of 5 dB for
tive of the Doppler frequency while the SAT improves this margin
Hz and 0.5 dB for
Hz. As exby 2 dB for
pected, the tracking of the amplitudes becomes less advantageous
for increasing Doppler shifts (at least if we assume lack of knowledge of the fading statistics). The right parts of Figs. 4 and 5 are

Fig. 5. Normalized MSE versus the number of blocks n of LS (dashed lines),
multiblock average of LS estimates, MMSE-FIR filtering of the LS estimates,
ST, and SAT for f = 500 Hz. Also shown as a reference is the MSE bound
for ST computed in the Appendix . The left side shows the simulation results
with adaptive estimation of the rank r , whereas for the right side, the rank is
set to r = r = 4.

Fig. 6. Adaptive estimate of the rank r for f

= 200 and f = 500 Hz.

not relevant from the standpoint of practical implementation (in
practice a memory of 20–30 symbols is enough for the proposed
methods) but it has been added in order to show the convergence
to the MSE bound computed in the Appendix . Noof the
the rank has been fixed to
tice that for
since, without an adjustment of the factor according to [26], the
adaptive rank estimation tends to overestimate the rank for very
large with a slight loss of performance (i.e., below 0.2 dB for the
parameters chosen here). Fig. 6 shows the estimated rank corresponding to the simulations of Figs. 4 and 5. It can be seen that
higher Doppler shifts entail the need of a larger rank.
According to the discussion in Section V, here the combined effect on the MSE over the entire set of subcarriers of the
(20a) and the inaccuracy of the estimate
interpolation error
on the pilot subcarriers
(20b) is analyzed numerically.
Let us consider a MMSE interpolator based on a uniform power
] according to the “robust” design of
delay profile in [0,
[15], a Doppler shift
Hz and let the delay-pattern be
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the statistics of the channel (see Section II). To make the analysis
feasible, we assume that the delays are constant within the
for
observation interval, i.e.,
(or equivalently
and
). As we pointed out in
Section V, under this condition the performance of ST coincides
with that of the batch algorithm presented in Section IV-A.
From the expression of the likelihood function (10), we infer
that the collection of the LS estimates relative to OFDM symbols,
, represents a sufficient
statistic for the estimate of the channel. In addition, we recall
that the ST method is based a parametrization of the channel
that reduces the parameters to be estimated to the vector
, where
. Now, since
is circularly symmetric Gaussian with mean
and covariance
, the CRLB on the estimate of
is [31] (we average over the
symbols)
Fig. 7. MSE versus SNR for different estimators compared to the error floor
set by the interpolation error.

stationary over a very large number of OFDM symbols so that
(Section V).
we can rely on the asymptotic analysis for
Fig. 7 compares the MSE of different estimators versus SNR.
10 dB) the error
We notice that for high values of SNR (
floor due to interpolation becomes the predominant term, i.e.,
. In this case, although the preprocessing carried
out by the ST and the SAT still guarantees the same asymptotic
, that is approximately
for ST,
gain in terms of
the benefits of deploying an intermediate step between the LS
estimate and the interpolator become negligible. Of course,
the results shown in Fig. 7 depend on the interpolator and any
improvement in the interpolation step would extend the SNR
interval over which the our subspace methods are beneficial.
VII. CONCLUSION
Novel subspace-based channel estimation techniques for
OFDM systems over fast-fading channels have been proposed.
The methods are designed for the comb pilot pattern (i.e.,
each OFDM symbol carries equispaced pilot subcarriers) and
perform a multisymbol preprocessing of the LS estimate over
the pilot subcarriers. The key is to capitalize on the different
varying rate of the parameters of the multipath channel (delays
and amplitudes) by performing an unstructured tracking of
the slow variations of the delays through a subspace tracking
technique. The performance has been evaluated in terms of the
MSE on the channel estimate both analytically and through
simulations, demonstrating the considerable benefits of the
proposed algorithms.

(28)
where
(29)
with the subscript “ ” denoting hereafter the “true” value of the
corresponding parameter. The lower bound on
is thus
computed as

(30)
Notice that in (30), we exploited the fact that the expectation
with respect to the distribution of the channel can be equivalently obtained by averaging with respect to the parameter
vector
[recall (8)]. The sensitivity matrix
is easily
computed
(31)
Now, notice that it is

(32)
where the first equality stems from the observation that
is a projection matrix. Furthermore, it is
(33)

APPENDIX
Here, we compute a lower bound on the mean square
error of the ST estimate over the pilot subcarriers, i.e., on
. The bound is obtained by
computing the Cramer–Rao lower bound (CRLB) on the variance of the estimate of an unbiased estimator [30], i.e., on
(where
denotes the average over the
distribution of noise only) and then averaging it with respect to

so that by using the standard result on the rank of a partitioned
matrix [32], it can be shown that
, independent of
(for a known value of ). From (30), we
conclude that
(34)
Notice that for

we obtain the result in (27).
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